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Students get help
·from Legal Services
by Christina Lee
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

~

UCF offers a way for students to find
out what is legal or illegal. It is called
Student Legal Services .and offers
counseling on a variety of subjects.
Patti MacKnown, director of Student Legal Services, explained that
many students do not realize that some
very minute things are illegal.
She said they usually find out what
is illega ' ' he hard way, "by getting a
t~cket," a.11d . added, "Unfortunately,
igno:·anrP ··' no excuse."
Stu<lf·1 ·" ·who are not familiar with
the Leg. 1 i Department should know
that Student Legal Services will represent at no charge; students who are
enrolled in at least six credit hours at
· UCF and graduate students who are
taking at least four credit hours.
She said the department handles
landlord-tenant cases, non-criminal
traffic viclations, · uncontested divorcf.s, name changes, and consumer

lawyer who specializes in their particular problem area.
A 30 minute consultation costs $20.
The Legal Department will also recommend that students shop around for
a lawyer instead of settling for the first
one they find.
That is the purpose of Lawyer Referral.
· MacKnown said, "They give you a
list of three different lawyers for you to
visit and choose. We [the Student

"We will council students
if they want to know
what proceedure is or
what possible penalties
are, but we won't represent them.
-Patti MacKnown
Director of Student Legal
Services

ch~rge~.

Legal Services] can't tell you who's
However, the Legal Department good in areas we don't work in."
does not represent student vs. nonThe office does have full-time atstudent, student vs. UCF, or criminal _torney on staff to represent the cases
cases.
they do handle, which amounts t e
MacK.nown said, "We will counsel about 600 cases a year.
students if they want to know what the
Students are invited to go in no
procedure is or what the possible pen- · matter what kinri nfhPlf' t"h"v n""rl
alties are, but we won't represent
MacKnown said, "Some students
them. We have too much to do."
justcomeinforconsultation, tofindout
What they will do is refer tht: ::tu- what their rights are. We just want
dent to "Lawyer Referral," an office in th~~ to know that there is help if they
Orlando that helps students find a need it."

a
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Lady Knights' Terri Hinton (4) and Mary Cromer (6) go up for a block
against Florida. UCF will play North Carolina Sunday at 2:00pm.

Eaker aids those with eating ·disorders
by Jeannene Burnham
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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IN YOUR FACE

Dr. Don W. Eaker, a counselor for
students at UCF, is offering a program
to help those with eating disorders.
The Eating Disorder. Program will
be held on Tuesdays from 6 p.m. to 9
p.rn. in the Counseling and Testing
Center, Recreational Service Building,
Room 203.
The group is starting its fourth year
on campus.
Members must be seen 0,., .,,., inili~
vidual basis for three sessions prior to
joining the, group, which consists of
about' 10 to 20 members.
Members come from the student
body and the local community, with
referrals from several hospital ·treatment programs.
Most members suffer from bulimia
(an abnormally l~rge appetite), and 8:

CONFETTI
• An American student
.in London tells of her ·
adventures in a foreign
country. Plus, a review of
Bruce Springsteen ~s new
album, The Tunnel of
Love.

few have anorexia-nervosa (the lack of . are "over-achievers." They feel disappetite and the inability to eat), or a trustful, suspicious, and taken advancombination of both known as "buli- tage of by others. They feel other indimarexia:"
viduals do not appreciate their inner
The group does not focus on weight strength and their outgoing good-naproblems, diets or other aspects con- tured ways.
·
cerned with binging and purging.
According to ·Eaker, the Image ReThe primary method of working
with the eating disorder is "Image structuring Program "is a form of relaxation tech:niques married to hyp, Re::;tructuring." ·
Members beain the program by pre- notic suggestions. It's utilized to break
bA
the bonds of an unconscious desire to
sen ting a brief autobiographical his- remain a child and to acce·pt woman- .
toryto become acquainted, as well as to hood." ·
indicate areas they want to discuss in
·sesR1on .
The Program is designed for selfAccording to Eaker, his theory con- help. The individual may use it whencerning eating disorders, "deals with ever they decide to do so. This program
the underlying psychological trauma is not a "cure all," but of the first seven
that has occurred at one point or an- individuals introduced to it three have
other in the individual's life."
been symptom·-free·for over a year.
He said such trauma sometimes
Once the individual has been sympcauses the individual to take on a selftom-free for at least a year Eaker will
destructive eating behavior.
Eaker feels that these special people declare them cured.
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United Way's goal:
$21,000from UCF
byCrickett Drake

•

•

'b

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

formed to help those in need of
particular services who are
also battling financial problems.
The money it receives from
the community is then fed
back into Orange, Osceola, and
Seniinole Counties to 70 or
more institutions, such as
mental health services, daycare facilities, and recreation
and youth services.
The start of this year's
campaign, ·which began on
Sept. °18, and will continue .
through Oct. 29, mai:ks the 100
th anniversary of The IJeart of
Florida United Way.

UGF students may have
realized that the United Way
campaign has hit UCF, and
this year's goal is $21,000.
Last year, the campaign on
campus raised over 11 percent
more dollars than the goal for
which they were striving.
Dr. Rex Brown is the person
responsible for the UCF nhase
of the campaign, which is
geared . toward the faculty,
giving each an opportunity to
donate through one .of three
possible choices.
·
They can ·donate, pledge, or
The . campaign theme is,
United
Way: It brings out the
deduct money from their salary. Currently ·there is a 35 · best in all of us. The volunpercent participation rate, teers this year hope to raise
.
which Brown said he hopes to $7,150,000.
raise to at least 50 percent by
UCF has participated and
the erid of this year's camworked
with United Way since
paign.
UCF
opeped
in 1968.
The United Way -was

Parents' pressure
threatens students
wishes, the students simply
don't try as hard if they're not
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
following their own desires.
Dornbusch recommendea
Students simply don't re- that the parents "loosen the
spond well to "blatant" paren- bonds (on their children),
tal pressure to choose certain praying to God or to chance
courses, majors or careers, a that there will be a happy reStanford professor · warned sult."
parents at the university'-s
He said since students leavSept. 25 orientation.
iiig home for the first time are
"The heavy-handed par- "usualiy frig~tened by the loss
ent," said Prof. Sanford Dorn- of parental prote·~tion, there's
busch of the school's Center for great emotion ::eady to be unthe Study of Families, Chii- ! ~ashed o~ the parent who
dren and Youtb-, ·"often wins appears to be overly protective
today's argument and loses or demanding."
tomorrow's decision."
"A mere suggestion by a
Dornbusch told the parents parent," Dornbusch added,
ofStanford'sfreshmen that his "may by viewed by the aging
studies indicated .that, even if child an as intolerable order
students go along with their from a tyrant." _

Staff Report

•FOOTBALL ADMISSION

Students can be admitted
through all Citrus Bowl gates
during UCF football games
provided they have a validated
UCF I.D. and a season ticket.
There will be a Student ~v, ernment representative at
Gate C to assist ~tudents with
problems.
• FAMU ROAD TRIP

The brothers of Omega Psi
Phi Fraternity are sponsoring
a round ·trip ·motor co.a ch to
Tallahassee Nov.14 to support
our home team against Florida
A & M University.
The trip is $16 per person.
For additional details call 2754366.
•PARKINSON'S WORKSHOP

A Parkinson's Disease
workshop will be held Oct. 16
at the Holiday Inn, International Drive to educate and

Photo Courtesy of Paul Lester

PALM SATURDAY
"With a wide-angle lens on your camera, you can take a picture anywhere in Orlando and
somewhere in the frame you' II see a palm tree," wrote photojournalism/visual communicaion .
teacher Paul Lester. This and other shots are on display in the Library (2nd floorO to prove that
the_ory. The photos will be on display throug'1 Oct. 23.

Bank forces colleges to close
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

A bank's decision to stop processing loans for
students at Adelphi Business College, one of the
largest business school chains in the country,
has forced the school to close down and sent
about 2,500 students scurrying ·for a way to
continue their educations.
The students' plight could extend to others
enrolled in proprietary colleges-privately
owned, for-profit trade or vocational schools
that, according to a September congressional
report, are so good at getting Guaranteed Sturl ..mt T.n .... ~eo rncr "' /.',_.,. ti..";.,. students that

they're using up loan money that students at
other colleges would ordinarily get.
But after a bank said it would no longer
process Adelphi students' loan applications, the
whole 13-college chain clo.sed, Adelphi Presi- ·
dent Albert Terranova said.
Adelphi had 13 campuses in New York,
Arizona, California and Michigan.
It also had a bankruptcy filing under Chapter 11, a class action suit for allegedly not
delivering what it promised its New York students, and a dispute with the Higher Education
Assistance Foundation (HEAF).
- In an earlier interview with the Associated
SE~??:? PAGE4

Miami at the Hotel Inter-Con- .dents with experience in editotinental.
rial departll).en ts of participat· Convention delegates will ing consumer magazines and
get a first-hand look at some business papers in New·York,
exciting education reform Washington, D.C. and elseideas that are working in where.
today's classrooms as well as a
Applicants must finish
chance to debate . the seriou,s their junior year in college in
challenges facing teachers and May or June, 1988, and be
headingfor a full seni9r year in
school-related personnel.
Important group work- the fall. Journalism majors
shops will highlight topics should have taken courses in
such as the dilemma of AIDS reporting, writing, editing arid
and the impact of child abuse be involved in campus journalon teachers, children and ism and have spent one sumschools.
_
mer working in journalism.
The deadline for applica- ·
For more information, con•EDUCATION CONVENTION
•SAFETYBELTDAY .
Five hundred classroom tact Frank Ciarlo at (904) 244- tions is Dec. 15. Applications
and information may be obCongress has declared to- · teachers, school-related per- 1161.
tained from the American Soday National Safety Belt Use sonnel and higher education
ciety of Magazine Editors, 575
Day in the United States. faculty members from across· •MAGAZINE INTERNSHIPS
The 22nd Annual Magazine Lexington Ave., New York, NY
National Safety Belt Use Day the !?tate will be joined by state
will coincide with ceremonies and national educational and Internship Program has been 10022.
being sponsored by the Ameri- political leaders at the Florida announced by the American
Association/ Society of Magazine Editors Newsclips are published on a
can Coalition for Traffic Safety Education
(ACTS) honoring law enforce- United's 102nd Annual con- for the summer of 1988 . .
space available basis. Send
The program provides stu- your infoto our news offices.
ment officers from all 50 states vention Oct. 15, 16 and 17 in

encourage ·people with
Parkinson's disease and their
care-givers, as well as to inform concerned individuals
and health care professionals
regarding this (?ondition.
This second annual event,
entitled "A Time for Hope,"
will feature a variety of guest
speakers from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
· p.m. Registration fee is $55 for
physicians, $30 for nurses and
allied health professionals,
and $20 for the general public.
For more informatipn, call
Diane_Ryan at 237-6111.

who have ·been saved by the
belt.
Florida High way Patrol_
Trooper Robert Lee Brown, Jr.
will rep-r esent Florida at this
event. Trooper Brown,. who
sustained minor injuries in a
March 198 7 accident, was
spared serious harm because
he was buckled up.
If you are not a safety belt
user, National Safety Belt Use
Day would be a perfect time for
you to start a lifetime habit of
buckling up.

..
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BANKS
FROM PAGE 3

Press, Terranova said the
schools closed because First
Independent Trust Co. of Sacramento, Calif., refused to
· process student's applications
for guaranteed loans.
Terranova also said
Adelphi's closing was only
temporary.
"It's difficult to believe the
operation . was so hand-tomouth that a lender declining
to process loans would have
been the final blow. Few
schools depend on one lender,"
said Craig Ulrich, general
counsel of the Consumer
Banking Association in Washington, D.C.

Glen Bigelow, e·x ecutive money on them.
."In revising the Higher
vice president of First Independent Trust, explained that Education Act (in 1986), ConHEAF, the guarantor for his gress narrowed the yield fibank's student loans, placed nancial institutions get from
various stipulations on loans the GSLs. As the yield is reto Adelphi students that had to duced, the credit policies
be met ·before the loan was tighten," said Ulrich.
made.
"Trade and technical
"It was too costly to hap.die schools, proprietary schools
each application manually. It will suffer. Banks will have to
was a losing proposition for us ask if a school's graduates
to follow the stipulations, proc- were.succe$sful in getting jobs
ess the application and wait and paying back loans."
for assurance from the guaranOn the other hand; most
tor," Bigelow added.
_.proprietary schools depend
"We couldn't operate that heavily on federal assistance.
way."
And for their . students, those
The CBA's Ulrich added schools may represent the
other banks may stop making · chance of a lifetime, said First
GSLs to trade college students Trust's Bigelow. If the finanin the near ·future because cial aid is cut off, "their fate is
they, too, don't make much sealed."

•
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UCF. THEATRE

----Costume Rental Hours for Halloween
Monday, Oct. 19th
11 :30-4:30 · Monday, October 26th
11 :30-4:30
.T uesday, Oct. 20th
12:30-4:30
Tuesday, Oct. 27th
12:30-4:30
Wednesday, Oct. 21st
11 :30-4:30
Wednesday, Oct. 28th
11 :30-4:30
Friday, Oct. 23rd
11:30-4:30
Closed October 29th, 30th, 31st
Most costumes will rent for $5. 00 Some more elaborate outfits will cost more. Be prepared
to pay by check and present a valid UCF Identification Card at time ofrental. Costum_es
must be returned cleaned. The costume shop is room ll 6 of the University Theatre.

~:e:~~::.::~~:~::l~m:::~!~;~t~:;,·;.:°.;: I

l)

Deadline for application is June 30, 1988.

United
·p a ·r c e I
Service

I

~

I

Part-Time
Positions Available
.
.
.

25o/o-Discount on
Other Services
EXECUTIVE
SUPPORT
CENTERS, INC.
(located in The Central Florida Research Park)

United Parcel Service will
be ac'cepting applic~tions ·for
part-time Icade.rs and unloaders.
Excellent Pay - $8.00 an hour.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30·
p.m. or 11 :00 p.m .., Monday through.
Friday wor~week. 3 to 5 hours per day.

Please sign up for an interview in
the Career Resource Center,
ADM Suite 124.
UPS i~ an equal opporturJity empl~yer.
'

.
#

'
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Rise in students' scores
may bring CLAST revision
Test administrators are
trying to decide if the rise in
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
required scores, which has
been scheduled since 1983, is
The College Level Aca- · feasible when . compared to
demic Skills Test will undergo students' CLAST scores over
changes in the near future.
the last few years.
The CLASTis .a basic skills
The panel is trying tn make
students must pass to receive certain that test scores do not
an associate's degree or be rise faster than students abiladmitted to an.upper division ity to pass the test.
program.
There are no immediate
A panel of educators is con- plans to alter the current
sidering increasing the scores CLAST_before 1989.
required to pass the test in
Students requiring more
1989. In doing so, the panef is information about the CLAST
reviewing studen ts' score from should contact the Counseling
the la~t few y~ars.
and Testing Center.

by Jeff Lake

~~

Starts Friday, October 16th, at a theatre near you

Exporting automation and assembly equipment to Singapore
shouldn't be foreign to you. Exporting means business.
0'f; ~fJ/.' \\----..., Increased sales for your automation slings. material
~ /
~ /) handling and manufactu~g aids all over the ~
l) ~- (~\ world. Call U.S._and Foreign Commercial
f!W1
Service. 1-800-343-4300* Operator 199.
.

_ )f'

Id \rl{?

~s ~0

•·
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'Irr Alaska call 1·800·331 ·1000

Come and experience the woodsy €harm.
Prices include these features:
• Full-Size Washer & Dryer • Paddle Fan
• Refrigerator
• Mini & Vertical Blinds
• Dishwasher
• Owner's Title Policy

Within walking distance from UCF
Affordable prices start in the 40's .
2 & 3 Bedrooms with two full baths.
CALL: 275-9100

• 3 points of the mortgage amount
to~ards closing costs
• 10-Year "Home Buyers
Warranty''
• Financing Available
UNIVERSITY BOULEVARDE
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Are You lnterested .·ln A
.

.

'

Party .Bus-Road Trip?

•

•

Come with us to the

·'

FLORID_
A ·A & M
game on
November 14th!

Reserve your
seat now!!

DESTINATION:
Tallahassee
fi

Sign up at the
Student Government
l

•

.

Kiosk
(Time and Price to be announced
at a later date)

Student Government is funded through the Activities & Services fees as allocated
by the Student Government o(The University Of Central Florida
-

..
'
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-•Deadline .to pick up your FREE Football
· Season Pass is - Friday the 16th. ·
•This gives all UCF students with a validated .
I.D. free admission to Horne Garnes_and the
Homecoming Concert next week! (Otherwise
be prepared to pay!)
•Com·e by., the Student -Government Kiosk to
pick up yours! !!
'

'

..

'

AND THERE' M RE!!!
•FREE _Party Bus Rides to and from the
game for all UCF students with I.D.
•Pre-Game B-B~Q!! FREE Food & Drink!
WDIZ Giveaways!
.

.

FOR TIME & LOCATION INFORMATION

CALL 275-2191
Student Goverrimept ... Students Serving Students
Student Gove~en~ is funded through the Activities & Service Fees as allocated by the Student Government of The University Of Central. Florida
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America's values
for assessing judges
should be examin·e d
The national media have focused on the Reagan
Administration's attempt to have Robert Bork occupy the ninth seat on the U.S. Supreme Court. While
that conflict seeks final resolution in the Senate, the
ultimate vehicle of justice known as the Supreme
Court trods on.
.
Yet the vehicle is not withoutits problems. One of
its cylinders is missing. Other cylinders are worn,
and perhaps in need of replacing sometime in the
near future.
But, based on the most recent attempt, will the
method.of repair work?
When Justice Lewis Powell retired this summer a
vacancy w·a s left on the court that has yet to be filled.
Reagan attempted to do so with the appointment of
Bork, only to see the appointment meet extensive
criticism. Ifthe appointment fails, and all indications
are that it will, Reagan ~ill return to the drawing
board, pick another name from conservative candidates like Illinois Gov. James Thompson or Judge
Richard Posner of the 7th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals, and try again.
Yet, will the next appointment be any easier? A
Republican president and a Democratic Senate both
know that the next person to occupy the vacant seat
will be the swing vote in a number ofimportant cases.
Reagan will continue his attempt to create a cons.ervative Supreme Court era that may last in to the year2000 and beyond. Will the Senate continue to block
such appointments, at least until the national elections of 1988?
In any case, the Supreme Court goes on, with only
eight members, to hear such cases as school prayer,
the death penalty and homosexual rights. On such ·
important cases, with the ninth seat vacant, many 44 split votes will be returned. This means that the
.lower court ruling will be upheld, and the Supreme
Court, in a sense, will have made no decision by
making a ·decision.
.
.
Then there is the case of health. Justice Thurgood
Marshall, 79, overweight at 250 pounds, has suffered
from a blood clot in his foot. Justice William Brennan,
80 the head of the liberal bloc on the court, was
ex~mined in August for an enlarged prostrate. Justice Harry Blackmun, 78, has suffered a reoccurence
of prostrate cancer. Age and illness are becoming
more prevelant on the court, and yet, if any justices
were to die, how long would it take for a replacement,
· given the current political happenings? It may be
another month or more before Powell's seat is filled.
An unfair precedent, which began with the original court appointments, continues with the Bork
nomination. A person attempting to gain a seat on
the court should be evaluated on the.ba~is of his/her
judicial merits, not on the basis of political standing.
The Supreme Court is the highest judicial body in
the land, however even it cannot escape the political
scene. While this latest battle continues, a seat sits
empty. Somehow, a political impass must be found.
And soon.
Only then will justice be served.
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A triumphant generation of change
I came rolling out of Florida State University
March 6, 1972, for my job interview at The Orlando
Se7J,tinel. It was the day after the last anti-war demonstration of size that semester.
I walked into the city room and the state editor was
ranting about "the damned communists at FSU." He
wore a striped white shirt and a mustache, and he
was the wildest looking male in the city room.
worst .sense -oft?~ word,, e.g..: wi:ending to pre~erve
I began to think I shouldri't have come into this . established traditions or institutions and to resist or
interview in my purple-flowered shirt, blue jeans, ·oppose any changes ~n these." ·
.
:
and the red-suede shoes, with the big blue eyes and
The Orlan~o Sentinel, as presently constitu~ed, is
orange eyelashes painted on them.
. a newspaper m the ?est sense of the word. It is not
The interview went well until the state editor liberal or conservative. It reports the news on the
asked me why I was applying for just the maga~ine_ news pag~s, ~nd gives the reader a choice of o~in~on
position. "Afterall,"hesaid, "thereare20ormoreJobs · on the_ed1tor1al pages._What ID;Ore_could one ask ..
open on the newspaper."
·
Yetitleads. ltleadsm the ed1tonalcolumnsandm
"Your newspaper isn't too good," I said. "Unobjec- its con~ributions to movements and the art~. My
tive. Against change and reform."
- ·conclusion: Orlan~o has a good newspaper.
,,
I didn't get the job. Dave MacMullen did, though.
The salons say the ~n~y constant is chan?'e, and
He wrote to me all that summer at the Glens Falls we've had our share of it m the last generat10n.
Pest-Times where I was North County editor, and
You hear a lot here and there_,and in your personal
told me he had been promoted three times, but was life, about the ignorance of our new.est generation still making.$150 a week. ''You were right, Andy," he abouthowthey~on'tID:iowwhotheir sena~orsare, or
said. "They are very restrictive."
where geographical pomts are, or the mam turns of
The Orlando Sentinel has changed so much in the history. Maybe ·so.
. .
last 15 years it really isn't the same newspaper.
It may be that we are graduatm~ ignorance from
Hopefully, it is more in touch with the majority of our high schools, but I haven't seen it at UCF. May I
report now on.what I have seen? .
.
readers. It certainly is more in touch with me.
It is now one of the Chicago Tribune papers, but
My generat10n was concerned with equal r1g~ts for
with a wholly regional staff. I don't m~an that they blacks and sexual malco~tents such as gays, smgles
come from this region; surely they do not. I mean that who would not marry, s~ngle parents and wo~en.
they bring the professionalism of journalism, a term From those ~ho I've met m the yo?Jlgest_generation,
we should not be ashamed of, to Orlando.
it seems theIT awareness of these ISsues is there? but
The difference between the "old" Sentinel and this they do not work it to death; they do not wear it on
"new" Sentinel is vast. and proh:=ihlv r:=in"t he tol<l in their sleeve as a badge.
this short space, but the main difference can be told.
The "old" Sentinel editorialized on the front page
Quite a change. A matter of attitude, maybe. But
and was afraid of change. It was conservative in the surely, without question, a triumph.
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•THE OTHER SIDE OF STORY
other hand the CHAT was a tyrant
who ruled Iran, and pushed the
Editor:
I am not in the habit of writing country to become what it is today.
letters to the editor but it seems to Guess where this "gentleman" is
be the only way to hear the "other liVing now ..... the "free" United
side"·ofthe park de MERDE story. States of America. How about the
First I don't think that The Central · reason France refused to let the
Florida Future could really afford American bombers fly over their
to call France yet they seem to country. Are you aware that
know all about what is going on . France has hostages somewhere
there. I can't blame anyone for in a country controlled by the same
disliking a government which will people who the United States
sell weapons to anyone with wanted to bomb? For about the
money. Personally, I despise the p.a st two years, five reporters are
whole concept of dealing in weap- missing. Are you aware that anyons in France or through private time some terrorist group wants to
or governmental dealings like in be heard they leave a bomb somethe United States. Now about the where in Paris. Two hours afte"r
Ayatollah living in France, so what my sister went to her favorite mall
if an old man wants to live in abombwentofl?WelltomyknowlFrance and pay his taxes. He was edge, I don't think that people
no monster at the time. Yet on the realized that the U.S. planes flew

over the Southern mountains of
France. France was perfectly
aware of the situation but officially could not authorize the air
space iritrusion. Maybe Mr. Price
will give people both sides of the
coin and realize that we know only
what governments let us know. Till next time ....Faites- l'amour
pas la guerre.
John Benicy
•SHORT SCOLDING
Editor:
Whoever wrote your opinion in
the Oct. 1 paper, "Spanking
healthy for children," deserves to
be spanked.

Wat Tyler
Marketing

.
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· The Keys To
Responsible .Decisions
I

-W hen -it
comes tO
alcohol
abuse you hold
the keys to .
prevention

National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
OCTOB.ER 19 - 25, 1987
Coinciding with Homecoming Week - Join our activities! Agenda:
SAFE RIDE HOME CARD SALES• Alcohol & Drug Awareness Table

Delta Gamma
There are a few openings aboard the
Delta Gamma Ship! Come meet the Dee
Gees during Homecoming or visit us at our
table In the cafeteria. We love our
Lambda Chi Watermelon Bust coaches!
Good luck to all during the Busti

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Octoberfest Road Trip Fri! Pre-Game Party
Sat. at 3:30! Brother's Meeting Sun. 6:00 at
the house! Homecoming Kickoff Party
Sun.with at7 :30p.m.!!!CARWASHSun.1 8
at Butler Plaza
Zeta Tau Alpha
Happy Founders Day zr A! . Thanks ,
Maude, formaking 1898oury~r. '!Jeare
looking forward to AXA Watermelon Bust.
Good luck girls. Homecoming is here,
'f.AE-We love Leo!
Pl Kappa Alpha
Pikes and Ll'I Sisters. the old men are dusting off their cleats for the Annual Pikes vs.
Alumni Football Game Sat! See bulletin for
time. For our Ll 'I Sis, pledges will be seNing
beer at the House Fri afternoon . Kim W ..
you 're awse!
Tau Kappa Epsilon
TKEI vs. Ex today at 5:00 ... everyone be
there... we will to IT! Bros and pledges
meet at quad at 4:45 on Friday. Pledge
paint pellet party on Sunday! Nice
plunge , Scottyl
Kappa Sigma
Congratulations ZETA. Founded
On this day 1898. Homecoming
Don't Forget to vote for Mike
the Spike and Loura Moyson
Did Spuds the party dog recover?
Alpha Tau Omega
-Alpha Delta Pl, Zeta Tau Alpha. Pl Beta Phi,
Kappa Delta, Delta Gamma, and Delta
Delta Delta-The party that you have
been longing for is finally here! "A Night in
the Islands.· is Saturday night after the
game (Go Knights!) Prepare for Steve's
Maui Wowie Punch. Upside Down Margaritas, steamed oysters, bunches of burgers, bladder busting quantities of beer,
midnight volleyball. and dancing on our
newly expanded deck to the music from
our new megawatt sound system! Deviant behavior is_welcome! Don 't forget
your grass skirts!
------AT!l-----Brothers and Pledges:
Everything we've worked for is happening
this weekend! Let's show those sisters and
their pledges a good time! Also. welcome
our brothers from USF and Stetson at Lk.
Claire, noon, Sat. Don't forget you mowers for Saturday's party.

Alpha Epsilon Rho
Attention all RN. film. journalism. and
communication majors, gain experience
by joining the national broadcasting society meetings Tuesdays 5:00 learning resources lecture room.
Baptist Campus Ministries
Everyone is invited to KNIGHTLITE an evening of Christian recreation, fun and
friends. KNIGKTLITE is held Thursdmy evenings at 6:30 p.m. in the SOL across from
mailboxes. A BCM activity "because we
care about u:
lntervarstty Christian Fellowship
Find out what IVCF is all aboutl We meet
on Friday evenings at 7p.m. in Rm 214 of
the Student Center. Everyone is welcome!
If you have questions call Paul at 281-4840.
-Student Personnel Association
Phon-A-Thon October 19
Check out our bulletin board HPH 344 for
upcoming events and meetings!
UCF Role-Playing Club
We meet every Friday Night at 6 p.m. on
the lstfloorof Phillips Hall. As we continue
to expand we are adding new games. we
now add Coll of CTHULU to our list of
weekly events.

Non-smoking dog owner seeks same to
share my 3bdrm 2bath home in Winter
Springs $275, r"'.ferences 695-8775 leave
message.
Female rmmt. executive home includes
furn. bedrm . laundry tv. kitch~n family
room. $230.00 mth 679-8222.
Roommate-Casselberry area 2br 2 1/2
ba townhouse Clean. non-smoker. male.
young, close to UCF and Martin East Plant
260 + 1/2 util call John at 695-6716 start
Dec 1.
M/F Roommate wanted, master bedroom. own bath. washer/dryer microwave, nice duplex in Sherwood Forest
$220 available now Call Don or Firas 282~
8952.
.
Roommate Wanted
Nice house on Park Ave Winter Park 3bedroom 2-bath washer & dryer. Two
minutes from park $250 +Utilities call Murat
647-3112 (eves) or x52 l l

National Greek Week vacation promoters
wanted. Earn high commission's, free Caribbean vacations and airline tickets! Meet
people and gain recognition on you
campi.Js as a National Greek Week Promoter .. Call toll free 1-800-525-1638 and
ask for Entertainment Tours.
GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U [epalr).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call 1-805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4628-for current repo list.
Pink Floyd live. Call 767-5521 7p.m.Kitchen table for sale includes four chairs
excellent condition call 658-8821 ask for
Pam. $50 OBO.
Hewlett-Packard HP-71B Hand-Held
Gomp w /BASIC. 16K, math pac. 380ictn 's
$620 list sell $250 657-1650.
4-piece living rm furniture set like new
S130. Pentax A3000. 35 mm. tele. & normal
lense. Tripod, flash .- llke new $280 .. 1978
Sciracco. for parts $375 or best offer. 2936664.
Condo for sale-Winter Park-1 bdrm - 825
sp. ft. Owner will finance. $32,500 - 6710615.
.
TRS-80 Computer/Word Processor, printer
(132 column), 2disc, software, desk and
more. $600 OBO. Call 678-7462 p .rfl.
BLUE CHIP PC by Hyundai wi512K, par.
serial ports, lFD. Herc. compatible video,
MS-DOS & GW-BASIC ............ .... ......... $599
Green Monitor .. .................................. S119
Zuckerboard Modems ....................... S129
Logitech C7+ Mouse ......................... Sl 15
Sullivan's Computers & Electronics 6586
University Blvd. SUite 4. 679-0042.
11-7 p.m. VISA/MASTERCARD .

Wanted: A marketing major for a marketing position. 1 day/week. Call (305) 8763542
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM, a small
package carrier has part-time openings
for package handlers. The position is for
loading and unloading trucks and moving
packages within the terminal. Work shifts
available: Monda'J(-Friday: 7:00 p.m. to
11 :00 p .m . or 11 :00 p.m. to 3:00 a .m. or 3:00
p .m. to 7:00 a .m. Salary Is $7 /hr. Apply to
R.P.S. 3001 Old Winter Garden Rd. or call
297-3715.
Excellent Income for home assembly
work. For Info call 504-646-1700. Dept. P307

Lambda Chi Alpha
Great Job CHUCK PLOURDE!!
Congratulations on ·
BROTHER OF THE MONTH II!
It's bust time again, be the the green;
party Friday!! West Georgia bites the dust
PARlY at Bill Brescher's Saturday!

Wanted baby-sitter for two small children
DUPLEX FOR RENT 1/2 mile to UCF 2 bedref~rences required call exes 277-4586.
room: 2 bath: wall to.wall carpetir:ig $425 mo 293-1908.
Air Traffic Controllers
No aviation exp. nee. 18-62K'peryr appllNeed a place to live fast? By yourself or
cation into 1-800-330-7713.
with a roommate? 1bdrm/l bath walk to
Part-time driver call 275-2171 .
UCF, $275 month, call 249-0528.

-choice.
Drinking and getting behind the wheel risks your
life and the lives of others
on the road. Driving in
Florida is a privilege, not a
right. Enjoy it responsibly.

Free Indoor Tanning Suntan Center Inc. Is
now accepting applications for part time
sales help. Gain valuable experience plus
FREE TANNING! Call 678-7777.
Looking for a Fraternity. Sorority or Student
Organization that would like to make 500
to 1500 in 1-week on-campus marketing
J:)roject must be organized + hard working
call Bill 658-9196.
CANVASSERS-Florida Window Manufacturer. Part time/full time. Hourly plus
commission. Advancement Opportunities. Call Today 297-1147.
Perl/on wanted for marketing project
negotiable pay & hours call 658-9196.
Call the Job Market. Inc for Free paid
Positions In the UCF Area. 366-0100 Full
time/Part time/Temps.

•

•

PROFESSIONAL lYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•
All types of student documents. Same day
seNice available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast• Professional •Accurate
WcJRDMASTERS 277-9600
Resumes and cover le#ers
Designed / Revised /Typed - 657-0079
Typing/word processing: Grad quality
work, editing, techRical. 366-0538.
Professional Word Processing

* Student Discount*

•

Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Park - immed. off 1-4
TYPING. Fast, special discount. New loca-tion. Call Berny 629-0545 . .

Telephone ·clerks part time a.m. or p.m.
Call now 249-1181 these won't last.

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

ABORTION SERVICES. birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening, low cost, confidential services and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
Financial aid for college Is available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-USA-1221
ext 0627.
RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 Available!
Catalog $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT. Los Angeles 90025. Toll free (800)
351-0222. Ex. 33. VISA/MC or COD
ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health c9re.
Birth Control Center 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue, Orlando
Exoerlenced baby-sitter Good with kids of
all ages. Available Monday, Friday. and
Saturday nights. Tuesday and Thursday
mornings until noon. Reasonable rates.
Call 275-4771.

Tutoring available for all classes over 10 yrs
experience call 645-1858.

l

Dear Tony,
Oh Well ... Stuff happens.
Not a Boring Chick
Uncle Paul,
Never Fear - As the weeks pass. column
ideas will fill your head and render you
unconscious.
Your loving Editor.
Cindy
P.S.
I still want ice c~eam.

,.

,.

Rebecca.
I'm hungry! When do you take me to
B~rger King?
Mike

•

Term"Paper Due Tomorrow?
Call Us, We Can Help!

26 ~

November

Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolutions. You can
receive attorney consultation and
representation free of charge to
qualified students. Call 27 5-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information or
an appointme~t.

Problems with?

Need?

Landlords? ·

A Will?

Insurance?

Name Change?

Contracts?

Uncontested

Police?

Dissolution?

0

'

Executive
Services
Business Center

Sp6nsored by Yellow Cab Company,
AMember of
Mears Transportation Group

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Welcome back Knights! A. Able Typing is
Introducing a frequent seNice program.
Save 20% by letting us do all your typing.
Join now and save. Call about details.
Quick professional seNice. UCF's oldest
typing seNlce. Free revisions . Same day
and weekend services. Visa & Master
Card. Over 16,700 satisfied students and 4
grouches - 671-3002.

Get Help before too late in PHY. CALC.
ALG, & TRIG. Call 293-6664.

Cambridge Circle 2 br units at good discounts and flexible leases. Attwood-Phillips. Realtors 277-0493.

responsibl~

Hostess wanted tor Florida's Finest executive club. Part time flexible hours $15 per
hr. The Boardroom
1231 S.R. 520, Cocoa. Call Margie tor Interview 1-631-0585.

•

Pink Floyd tickets Tampa Show Two filed
seats. $50 OBO 869-7143.

Sigma Chi
Sigmg Chi wishes congrats to MfI· on
ttieir Penny Drop and tlianks for their help
on our balloon launch to benefit the missing children's foundation this SAT. at
Rosie's
'

Makethe-

Males needed for local sperm aonor program at the Fertility Center of Central
Florida. Anonymity guar~ntee monetary
reimbursement $35 for time and travel.
Call 677-6000 Mon Fri 9-4.

PREGNANT?
Free pregnancy tests. No appointment
necessary. Pregnancy information and
referral. Confidential. True Life Choice
Pregnancy Center. 1405 W. Fairbanks
Ave .. Winter Park 647-1477.

Holiday Inn
UCF Area
12125 High Tech Ave:
Orlando, FL 32817

249-1263

I
I

'

TERM
PAPER ::~~
DUE ~'.l
::::
11/27

.... ... ......... ·\!!1
:::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:·.:

We offer word processing, a laser
printer (for a truly professional
look), computer graphics, a scanner and Desktop Publishing. We
also have a Harris 3/M copy
!machine withcolor(red&b blue)
capabilities. We are located in
the Holiday Inn right across from
UCF (behind the UC6 Theaters).

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
RATES FOR STUDENTS.

_>

The Central Florida Future, October 15, 1987,

Name This UCF Student
and Win One F r ee
8x1 O Po rt r a it

-~~-__,_______"""

TH~ PHOTOGRAPHY ~rno10

11488 E. Colonial Dr.
Union Park
2 7 3 4 6 4 0
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
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HEWLETT-PACKARD CALCULATORS

International Calculator
Is Now Meeting ANY Discounted .Price!
~Rl ~!~.Z!~6 .
•

1111§11
•FOOTBALL TICKETS
Students can be admitted at
any gate with a validated
school identification card and
a season pass for the remainder of the Knights' home football games. Any studeQt experiencing a problem can go to
gate C where a representative
of Student Government will
try and resolve the situ.a tion.
• UCF VOLLEYBALL
The ·UCF volleyball team
will host the University of
North Carolina Sunday at 2
p.m. in the UCF Gymnasium. '
North Carolina will be playingfo_a toumamentat the University of South Florida later
this week. They will face
Southwest Texas State in the
opening round .
. North Carolina entered its
Tuesday match with Duke
University holding a 10-8 record. The Lady Tar Heels are
Jed by sophomore middle
blocker Sharon German (3.60
kills-per-game) and freshman
middle blocker Sara Wilson
(43 blocks).
The Lady Knights, who entered Wednesday's match with
a 15-7 record, made it to the
semifinal round, but were defeated by eventual tourney
champion Eastern Illinois
University. UC F's Kim Gass, a
senior middle blocker, and
Terri Hinton, a senior hitter,
were named to the all-tournament team.

Student -Government

Student Government is funded through t he Activities & Services Fees as allocated by the St~den l Governmen t of The U niversity of Cen tral Florida
···.~.'{»
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Double dose of 'foot' ball Saturday
W. Georgia game is meet.ing
of old friends for McDowell
by Chris Brady
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Two old friends, each facing
contrasting situations, will
reunite for a backyard game of
football at the Florida Citrus
Bowl Saturday when UCF
hosts West Georgia.
The friendship of West
Georgia Coach Frank Vohun
and UCF's Gene McDowell
goes back 20 years to the late
1960s when Vohun played for
Florida State. McDowell was
an FSU assistant coach at the
time. After Vohun graduated,
the friendship remained and
McDowell helped Vohun land
his first coaching jobs.
"He helped me get into
coaching by helping me get· a
graduate· assistantship at
FSU and later helped me get
my first fu1l-time job at Eastern Kentucky," said- Vohun.
"He is a great pe_rson and I just
think the world of him."
Vohun holds an equal regard for McDowell's team.
"They proved they are a
good football team by playing
two of the top Division 1-AA
teams in the country tough,"
said Vohun. "Our main con. cern is their ·speed. UCF has .

players at every position that
can run and their offensive line
is real big."
Vohun's West Georgia team
has struggled to a 1-4 record.
Last week's 17-14 loss to Livingston College was its third
straight loss. However,
McDowell is not taking the
Braves lightly.
"They are a good team and
they played us close last year,"
McDowell said. "All but one of
their games has been close."
West Georgia's main threat
is senior tailback Stevie
Young, a two-time All-Conference selection. Young is well
on his way to another 1,000 allpurpose yards year.as he leads
·the team in rushing and receiving.All-Conference safety
Bernard Willis anchors the
defense. ·
Like last week's opponent,
Savannah State, West Georgia
has experienced quarterback
problems. At the start of the
season, no quarterback on the
roster had any college experience. Freshman Dave Barker
won the job and, according to
Vohun, was coming along
nicely when , he came down
with mononucleosis.
Another freshman, Ken
Harrison, took .over but was

suspended last week for one
game by Vohun. His replace-ment, freshman Huel Medders, started against Livingston and is the probable
starter for Saturday.
"Our main problem is our
offense has sputtered and we
are not scoring many points,"
Vohun said. "Our offense is
just inexperienced, especially
at quarterback."
Scoring points and a struggling offense has not been
'UCFs problem. The offense
received a boost in last week's
36-26 Savannah State victory
with a solid running game that
complimented the passing
game. However, running back
Robert Ector dislocated his
elbow and will not play Saturday. McDowell feels the running attack will not be affected
too much as there are capable
replacements, including Gil
Barnes who scored two touchdowns last week.
"Our game plan will be the
same. We will go into the game
looking to pass but we will test
the run," said McDowell. "We
will find the plays that are
working and keep using them
until they stop us."
UCF simply must continue

to win, even ifit means beating
old friends.
.
· "All of our games are must
wins because as long as we win
our playoff hopes remain

alive," said McDowell. "The
way I look at it, our season will
not be successful unless we get
into the playoffs because that
is our goal."

Men's soccer will warm
up croWd Saturday night
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The men's soccer.team will
battle with the Camels of
Campbell University Saturday night as an opening act to
the Knights' football game
with West Georgia at the Florida Citrus Bowl.
The soccer match will begin
at 4 p.m., with the football
game starting at 7 p.m. The
men's soccer team, now .5-5,
last played at home Saturday
against William and Mary.
The. host Knights lost to the
Indians, 3-0, as the visitors
improved to 10-1-1.
Campbell is 3-6-1. The
Camels played last Thursday
again st Atlantic Christian and
won that match, 3-0. Sophomore forward Rico Barrios,
who scored one of the goals
against Atlantic Christian,

leads Campbell with 13 scoring points so far this year. He
has scored six goals and has
one assist.
The women's soccer team,
now 5-4-0, hosts a pair. of
matches this week. The Lady
Knights have found their way
back into the NCAA Division I
poff after a two week hiatus.
They are ranked 13th.
The women play Huntingdon (Ala.) College Friday at
3:30 p.m. and then host St.
Thomas University of Miami
Sunday at 1 p.m.
Sandy Carter, a sophomore
forward, helped the Lady
Knights bring down Boston
College Sunday as she converted a penalty kick at the 77minute mark, giving UCF a 21 win.
The Lady Knights beat
Huntingdon last year, 10-1.

Knight watch t
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INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
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UCF coach Gene McDowell (near) wouldn't let a friendship
get in the way of a win.
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YC:i

401
4
347

PUNTS
AVERAGE
BLOCKED
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8B
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132
57

46
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10
12
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37
26
31
36
3
0
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24
14

0
0

38

0
0
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TEAM STATISTICS

1. ,

178
125
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, ATTEMF'TS
COMPLETIONS
COMP.%
INTERCEF'TED
YDS./ATTEMF'T
YDS./COMP.
YDS./GAME

1339
193

YARDS
NUMBER
AVG. RETURN

10

6

7

5

WALilll

15

12
138

NUMBER
YAROO

268

38
8
5

B2

28

54
456

182
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Just walk into Fr~c~s .. re~ w~~te ai:id. plu~,}Jec~u-~.e ... ~~ps~.~reyesspa~kl~_ andirs..... plac~-:. J. apan., . . H _aw~H •.. ~iss their fi:fe~d~. 'fh:eY. ..ctr~
J ohnso'n's · office : .of ,.c.opn:tfY:: Jrshe,:.~.J~inq''.<>f,~ll:)\ilJ:.~P.c~I.ft:{f::¢f~g eij.f'J?y:JH'wttpntf:(>f y.oi~¢.::::::. · Jbhp:$toP.J.s~~r.id?.G.uzjn.and'\·, absolutely. delig1.J.tf.t:ll:O')f.9µzj:g
charm decor and you ·will see
The . driving 'force .behirid .. -· that she is personally moved· .. othfr hot spots~ · but they .. men and women.' _They.have·
a kaleido8cop~_::·of para,phef{ ..:.::4ohp.so:p.,o:.iSJ:i¢.rOove}p[p.~t.fii:JJy)th.~;\¢.c:pertenc;.~tpf:. e~te1x>::::..do:µJ::wall9~\ y9µ/ :'fl.:~ar:::_ any::</ :J?ig ·'~~ars ffi.:Jhy~.:;.¢yes\wli.¢#
nalia strategkany placed ·an.·· ting shows · · togethei<·· ·115e:·· ·"Tairitrig'·. ,,.,. fhe", ..., ... ti-oops.'.' ' thirig'' ..that·s·· really- danger~ ,, . . we'" 'e1:1d the.· show"'.anff''l li'ey
bulletin boards. They con- ideas for . a program come Johnson's i:qvolvement with ous."
come up to thank us and hug
tain newspaper clippiri.gs. directly out of her head and the . USO started about five
While performing, the girls us. Your heart heart just
brochures, flyers, posters she says she has "thousands years ago. The overseas can't help but be moved pops and we · all have tears
and other memorabilia of her more and couldn't live long group travels during the emotionally by the response rolling down our faces."
endeavors plus pictures of enough to do them all." But summer ·and Johnson says to their presence, Johnson
Johnsonsumsupherfeelher posing with famous ce- she said "the best part of they've "performed in the said.
ings towards these tours by
lebrities such as Bob Hope. If working with the pageant is Caribbean for a month and I
"For the most part, the saying, "before this I never
you associate with her loD:g the offering of the biggest served as tour mariager and .older men can handle being had a connection with the
enough she will literally take scholarship program in the director. We started in away from home because military, but now I really feel
you around the world. Her world. Otherwise I have no Puerto Rico for about a week. they are professional sol- toward what they are doing.
latest offering is a trip to interest in beauty pageants Then we went to Panama, diers. But the young men Our guys are out there and
Russia via New York and as such. Also it's a great Honduras and Grenada- from seventeen or eighteen they need ... good healthy
England.
experience for women allow- right after the big scuffie- up to their early 20s.
wonderful entertainment
Johnson -. is known to ing them to perfect their tal- Antigua. Barbados, Cuba- who are low
that they can look formany students as the speech ent and interviewing skills." we were all over the placeinstructor with the color
Johnson also puts to- island hopping and doing the
SEE TOURS PAGE 2
coordinated sneakers. Her gether USO shows to enter- shows. And then we
personality reflects her foot- tain at military bases in Flor- were in the
wear and she doesn't have a ida and Georgia. She also
"mean bone in her body." assembles a group that
Students can testify to this travels overas she allows them. to be

W;\l~1R1:~n~::!®m:::~1~:I~nrw::I::::::::::tJ:ttttt::::r::::=:::;:::::::·~·:· · ··
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Miss Florida Scholarship
Pageant. Johnson's theater
directing led the show's producer to ask her to take over
his position. At first she felt
she wasn't qualified, but after t~king it over with her ·
husband. decided to give it a
try. Eighteen years later. she
is still producing and directing the show.
Johnson explains it's all
done on a volunteer basis
because it's a public benefit.
She claims this is her "biggest service project since it's
ongoing all year long. Only
the union orchestra and
technical workers get paid
because they're in a union
house- the Bob Carr Auditorium."
She describes her duties
by saying "that in legitimate
theater, a play is already .
there for you. In directing you
use your creative abilities to
put on that show like you
think the author meant it. In
producing the pageant, I put
the show together ~d I start
from scratch.- literally. Of
course I have a great staff.
they're excellent."
Ariother aspect of her job

ifaiiiir.imiitlli~:im.tm::m:::::::I:I:i:i~Jnim: I: : : : m: R~: i: : : m: i: ~I: ~ :J:J: :J: : ~:i: : : : : :i: : : m: : : : :m: ~: :~: : : : : &i: ~i
Florida. She takes into ac-
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with this in mind she comes
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Springsteen examines true love
by Steve J. Pustelnyk

Bruce Springsteen; Tunnel

and sound of the slower Born
in the U.S.A. songs, but it
also sounds similar to Ne-

of Love

braska.

Produced by Bruce Springsteen, Jon Landau, Chuck
Plotkin

lttllB

even closely resemble those
of"Ain't Got You."
This rough edged song
stirs up thoughts of the
Beatles singing "Can't Buy
Me Love."

his commitment to the girl of
the song.
.
The road is dark/ And its a
thin thin line I but I want you
to know I'll walk it for you
anytime.

I got thefortunes ofheaven
Tougher Than the Rest is
in diamonds and gold/ I got more reminiscent of Born in
all the bonds baby that the ~he U.S.A., but the lyrics of
bank can hold/ I got houses this sf.mg were not on that
The entire album from lyr- 'cross the country honey end album either.
On "All That Heaven Will
.fcs to musical style and con- toend/ Andeverybodywants
.tobemyfriend/Welll'vegot Allow," "Spare Parts" and
cept, is confused.
It is as if Sprtngsteen·s life all the riches baby any man "Cautious Man," the sound
ever knew I But the only remains primarily acoustic
stood still for five years.
Tunnel of Love is perhaps thing I ain't got honey I ain't and hard edged.
But the latter two songs
those five years of passion, ·got you.
"Ain't Got You," is Spring- are p.ot as personal. They use
missing from Nebraska and
Born in the U.S.A .. brought steen venting his frustration characters like Bobby and
over having everything he Jane or Bill Horton to get the
out.
"Ain't Got You," the stir- ever wanted except someone message across. These characters are similar --to those ·
ring initial track.on Tunnel of to share it with.
Love, is straight off NeThe . second
song, used on older albums and
braska. But yet there weren't "Tougher Than the Rest," is the themes of the songs are
any lyrics on Nebraska that Springsteen guaranteeing also similar in nature. ·
"Cautious Man" however
brings out fears of love that
~
S p B I ·l."~ •~• ~ ~
T E"' v ,.,; weren't
previously expressed
B.. l•.I. (T,. ( .-.. •;..
., ~ · · .
~· · _ ..~ l ' i
by Springsteen.

Albums

Tunnel of Love, a provocative new release from Bruce
Springsteen is in many ways
a compilation of all his innermost feelings built up over
the past five years.
Many of the songs seem
autobiographical while others are from the second person point of view.
Much of the album leaves
the listener wondering what
is really happening in
· Springsteen's life. No other
Springsteen album has ever
drawn such a picture of the
man behind the music.
Most Springsteen albums
have dealt with characters
and Springsteen usually
remained an observer. In
songs such as "Born to Run," • - -- - - - - he and Wendy dealt with the
pa:ssions ·of love, but only on
a
superficial
level.
Springsteen's feelings wei:e
fleeting and represented the
speed in 'Yhich teenage passion passes.
On Tunnel of Love Sprihgsteen delves into the depths
ofreal love and how an adult
handles such things.
In some ways, Springsteen
tries to clarify the misconceptions he himself still has
about love- many of the
misconceptions carried over
from his years of bachelorhood.
Tunnel of Lov·e is an
unusual album. It is a com-mercial album, but then
again it isn't. It has the flavor

. On his right hand Billy'd
. tattooed the word love and on
his· left hand ipas the word
fear I And in which hand he
held.hisfate was never quite
clear.
"Walk Like A Man" has a

theme that has been expressed by Springsteen
many tin1es: His relationship
with his father has always
seemed an important topic
for Springsteen and this time
around he expresses his
desire to fill the shoes of his
father.

0 E'
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Well tonight you step away
from me/ And alone at the
altar I stand/And as I watch
my bride coming down the
aisle/ I pray for the strength

SEE ALBUM PAGE 4

The society for oppressed ·Americans?
by Paul Price

It's not easy being the only American
in my family. In our house it has severe
repercussions. Not only am I always the
last to get a cup of tea in the morning,
but now I'm no longer allowed to eat
English muffins eith~r. Every evening
the problems of America are thrown in
my face attached to phrases like, "Did
you see what YOUR President said today?" It's hard to argue with them. Not
because I can claim that my first opportunity to vote has not yet arrived, or
because he does say some pretty stupid
things sometimes, but because I'm
outnumbered five to one.
I've tried various ways of fending off
these vicious and totally unwarrehted
attacks but with little success. I tried to
argue with them the way Americans
used to argue with me when I was still a
foreigner. The old War of Independence
ploy had allways seemed to work well for
them. It goes something like this. "Hey .
Buddy, we kicked your butts during the
war of Independence didn't we!" I
couldn't argue, it was true. So one evening when I was being harrassed with

I'm introduced to relatives that I've
known all my life as "the American,"
accompanied by a Billy Idol type sneer,
and dispatched for Chinese food or
Pizza. I now get all the jobs no-one else
wants. Go to the ~ag office, go to the
particular relish about something El courthouse, take your brother to traffic
Presidente had said that day, (I think it court, you speak the language. As if it
was the missiles on their way to Moscow were unintelligible to them. I'm not algafi) I sat bacl~ . and _hit them With it. lowed to order things · like "London
"What about the war ofindependence?" broil" in restaurants anymore. I have to
I said, assured of victory. It didn't phase sneak out to get a "British burger. -" I
them at all. "The war of Independence," haven't had strawberries with Devonthey chortled "was Brttish fighting Brit- · shite cream in over a year. The say it's
ish, and we still won." The word traitor only for the faithful and hide it. They'll
is never far from their lips. I wouldn't ask me if I understood the last Monty
mind but they use it for non:..political Python joke and take obscene pleasure
-occasions. If I forget the milk it's "the in translating words that I have suptraitor screwed up again!", If the tea is a posedly _"lost", like "lift, lorry or Lontad less than perfect it's "what do you don". "London", they tell me: "It's a big
expect from a foreigner?" Quisling, place, with history, but that's not imturncoat, I've heard them all. I trted the portant right now.
"at least I can vote approach". ~It
It's alright. I have patience. Meanbombed. "Who for?" they asked. I'm still while I'll continue to work on getting
looking for an answer to t,hat one. I trted some legislation to repatriate some of
the "Well if you don't like it here go these people, and start the oppressed
home!" approach '. They just smiled and American society, a kind of mutual
Ghecked their wallets for their green support group for people who are seccards.
ond class citizens in their own homes.

Hunky Dory

Calffidar
• SAWYER BROWN
On Oct. 18 at 1 and 5 p.m. Sawyer Brown will perlonn at the Oak
Hill Seafood Festival. Tickets are
$5 general admission seating.
Tickets for the Oak Hill Seafood
event are available through all
· Select-A-Seat locations.

•FESTIVAL OF ARTS
The Lake Mary-Heathrow Festival of the Arts will be held on Oct.
24 and 25 at the beautiful
grounds of the Heathrow Racquet Club. The Festival of the
Arts is an outstanding show incorporating the finest in performing arts. A premier art Jury has
selected over 100 artists from
around the U.S. to exhibit in the
Festival. Volunteers are needed
to help in the areas of concessions and stage set up. For information, call 323-0317.

• SCIENCE CENTER
The Orlando Science Center will
be holding a Epicurean Expertence on Oct. 27 at 6:45 p.m.
Preceding that will be a viewing of
the visual and culinary masterpieces at 6 p.m. The Epicurean is
a gala fund raising dinner which
benefits the Orlando Science
Center, the scholarship fund of ·
the Central Flortda Chefs Association and the scholarship fund
of the International Food Service
Executive's Association. The dinner is put on as a coomerative
venture by the Chefs Association
and the Science Center. Reservations can be made by calling the
Science Center at 896- 7151 .
Cost is $65 per person and $125
per couple.

•BAYSTREETPLAYERS
The first Central Flortda produc-·
tion of Noises Off will open the
Bay Street Players season on Oct
16. Performances are at 8:30
p.m., and will be at the State
Theatre, downtown Eustis, Oct.
16-18 and 22-24. Admission is
$7 and $3 for children 12 and
tinder. Reservations are available through the Player's 24hour phone, (904) 357-7777.

• ORLANDO OPERA
Villa Nova and Orlandb Opera are
cooking up something this Oct
4. It's WA Grand Night for Singing"
when Orlando's premier restaurant joins hands with the grand
world of opera to present the
festive foods and fme music of
Italy. The evening will mark the
first public perlormance of the
new Orlando Opera Studio, a
professional ensemble providing
operatic entertainment and educational programs to the
community.The Orlando Opera
Studio, was formed last year to
provide young singers with special training and performance
expertence. They will presenting
selections from Rossini"s The
Barber of -Seville and Bizet's
Carmen. Reservations for wA
Grand Night for Singing" are
$26. 25 per person and may be
made through the Orlando Opera
office at 896-7575. The evening
begins at 6:30 p.m.

Confetti
Cindy Cowen
Editor

there. We couldn't even walk
To Johns0n, the "Japa- shopping stops in New York
on the beach without letting nese are a magnificent City and England. Then it's
the guard know who we were people, plain, ·artistic and off to Russia. The complete
ward to and enjoy even if it's and how long we were going clean. Their major cities are tour will take twelve days.
just for an evening ...they are to be gone. Curfews had to be like New York, lit up until two
or three in the morning and
Contact her for informaisolated areas for weeks and strictly adhered to."
Johnson's ~ost memo- everyone is helpful. The only tion in the Communication~
days at a time, so this is
pr.actlcally the only 'touch of rable trip was to the Orient difference is they are super Department. She promises a
home' they ever get while where she worked and trav- clean!"
whirlwind tour offun, advenelled with a five-person team
ture and culture. That's Mrs.
they are there."
Johnson's most current J in a nutshell, from avant
"While in Grenada we were of performers. She said she
in a bombed-out motel from a found Hong Kong fascinat- ·project is a trip to the Soviet garde tennis shoes to 'farskirmish that happened · ing. Union ~~ _ tht:ater _ a!l.d .out' voyagirigs.

TOURS FROM PAGE 1

Alain Levi
Assistant Editor

Leslie Jorgensen
Art Director
Confetti. is published by· The
Central Florida Future, the student
newspaper of the University of
Central Florida. Send all correspondence to: Confetti 'c/o The
Central F1.orida Future, P.O. Box
25000, University of Central
Florida, Orlando, Flortda 32816.
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· with love, and across the pond

they-love it.
But we don't fear for our life. Despite their rather intimidating appearance. these people are not at all
threatening. The only thing that
separatesthiscrowdfromanyatJ.J.
It's 3 a.m. and we are drunk. We Whispers or Rosie's is the fashion.
stumble out Qf the sweltering hot
Yet there's a certain feeling of
dance club onto the street. We are in comfort in being with London's black
Leicester Square. home to · many sheep of fashion. These are not the
night clubs, so everywhere there are television-perfect people of the wqrld.
people tired and drunk and looking These are people who, for tb~ most
for a bus home.
part, flaunt imperfection.
The typical tourist would fear for
This imperfection abounds in the
his life here- punks in heavy black atmosphere of London's night clubs,
leather and shinny silver buckles, which are not glitzy, neon and Topwith sharp, bright Mowhawks and 40. After all, 'only tourists go to the
Goths with big, blue-black hair and Hippodrome.
death-white faces are the majority.
The best clubs aie decidedly less
Wear your pleated khaki trousers obvious. Cave-like and crowded, you
; here and you are practically a freak.
~
So the night is black and every~ one is wearing black and the only
§ contrast is the red, white, or blue
hair-do's. It's every
§ mother's nightmare and
::;::::::::
~ these people know it and

Daphne Sands, a UCF student
withtheFSULondonStudyProgram.
will be contributing stories to
Confetti based on her experiences in
LondQn this semester.

~

must go and rub shoulders~
with the.rich and famous. My ~
roommate danced next to the ~
members of the band, curios- ~
ity killed the cat at the Para- ~
mount Club. An Chrissie -~
Hynde of The Pretenders was· ~
spotted at The Marquee by an-~
other student.
~
If you are not fortunate enough°:§
to run into your favorite star, be§ ·
assured that the locals will db~
enough bizarre things to keep you~~
evening interesting. Riding the bus~
home one Saturday night I found ~
myself seated in front of two guys
doing cocaine and marijuana.
And the alcohol here seems to exit
.the body as quickly as it enters- at
least in the case of the guys. That is
probably why I see so many of them
~~ using the allies as men's rooms .
But you shouldn't be put off by any
.<·· #
of this. London nightlife has something to offer. everyone. lt is like the
rock on Princess Di's rtng finger:
multifaceted and.one hell of a gem ..

find yourself fighting your way
through members of every subculture imaginable just to get to the bar
or the bathroom.
And as you stand there With your
drink and take in the faces and the
images. yoti feel like you are in some
crazy cartoon. Then you look to the
dance floor and see that all men and
. women are created equal while they
are moving to the music.
They say music tames the savage
beast. I can't help but agree when I
see a 7-feet tail punk in leather and
safety pins getting down to "Freak
Out" by Chic.
But even if
you don't go to
the clubs for
the company, you
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U ..S. Peace Cor~s.

The toughest job you'll ever love.
A Public Service of This Newspaper & The Advertising Council

When the Knights Win ...You Win!
UCF STUDENTS AND FA CUL1Y MEMBERS CAN RENT 2
MOVIE$ FOR THE PRICE OF 1, EACH & EVERY WEEK
OuR FOOTBALL TEAM IS VICTORIOUS.

VIDEO RENTAL
"

11490 E. Colonial Dr.
Union Park
(next door to the Photography Studio)

·CELEBRATING OUR
FIRST ANNIVERSARY! .
featuring
Cantonese, Mandarin,
· Szchuen, Hunan
Private Parties To
Accommodate 35

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Vigil Mass 6:00 P.M.

'Ifie best autfientic Cliinese
2?..g,staurant on tfie east side of toum!

Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon

LUNCH .from ~.75
DINNER.from $4.25.
~

/

CARNIVAL '87
October 23, 23, 24 & 25
FOOD, DRINKS, RIDES
. Sunday Prize - YUGO Car
· Saturday Prize - $1,000.00 cash
Friday Prize - $1,000.00 cash

- 1864

281

reservations suggested

•

11786 East Colonial Drive
Alaf~y~ Village • Orlando, FL
M-F: 11:00 -10:00 • S&S: 11:30 -10 P.M.
• r
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1501 Alafaya Trail
~
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HWY. 50

UCF

275-0841.
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ALBUM FROM PAGE 2
to walk like a man.

l'unnel of Love" kicks off side two with a
funky beat that is sure to be big on top 40.
The intro is filled with the screams of a roller
coaster ride.
The song is reminiscent of the earliest
Springsteen albums, which were primarily
about the Jersey Shore. This song however,
uses the camiyal style theme to create a
simile between an amusement park ride and
real life.

wife have hidden personalities as in "Two
Faces," and he explores the ways in which he
can overcome the confusion he feels about
the man he really is.
The highlight of the album is "One Step
Up," a song that suffers slightly in lyrical
content but comes through in overall meanmg.
The best stanza of the song comes when
Springsteen admits he has shortcomings.
When I look at myself I don't see/ The man I
wanted to be.

Springsteen is examining the constant
fight in a relationship to move fotward, but
It ought to be easy ought to be simple freely admits that things always appear to
enough/ Man meets a woman and theyfall in regress more t!ian progress.
love I But the house is haunted and the ride
The remaining two songs of the album are
gets rough/ And you've got to learn 'to live also excellent. The final track, entitled
with what you can't rise above if you want to "Valentine's Day," could be compared to
ride on down in through this tunnel of love. many situations including being out on tour.
In "Two Faces" Springsteen examines the
The song is about coming home to see a
two sides ~ach person can display, One that, girlfriend after being away for what seems a
laughs one that cries I One says hello and one long time.
says goodbye/ One does things I don't underSpringsteen fights the notion that being
stand/ Makes me feet like half a man. Once single is better when he says, They say he
again he is speaking in first person and the travelsfastestwhotravelsalone/ Buttontght
listener feels like part of Springsteen's life.
"Brilliant Oisguise" is a surprisingly indepth and exciting pop song. On first exami-· say you'll beforever mine/ and tell me you'llnat ion it sounds as meaningl~ss as "Dancing
in the Dark" first seemed. But Springsteen
never writes fluff. This song has_character
and emotion.
The line God have mercy on the man/ Springsteen. Without copying a proven forWho doubts what he's sure of is a cry of mula Springsteen has managed to create
confusion. Springsteen admits he and his another rock masterpiece.

-Classifieds
Call Mike at 275-2601

Y{)ur key to the future
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An Outdoor Adventure
I
rmT~~~tn~i~~~:~~~~ifi~fJ~~s:i:~~~~:~ =-The ULTIMATE Fraternity Challenge : .
I
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WE HAVE ONLY
GOOD THINGS
TOSAYABOUT
CANCER OF
THE COLON~

I
I Brevard
I (305) 639-2024

I

!

.
I
Orange/Semmole I
(305) 422-3363 I
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Call your_mummy._

If detected early,
the cure rate for
colorectal cancer is
very high.
Because we now
·know how to· detect
it early. And we
know how.to fight it
once we detect it.
Write us for our
simple checkup
guidelines.
_

-~~
·f
SOCIETY~

Get a checkup. Life is worth it.

You remember. She was
always there when you were
frightened. And if you got hurt,
she was standing by with bandages . Wouldn't it feel good
to talk to your mother again
right now?
Calling over AT&T Long
Distance Service probably
costs less than you think, too.
And if you have any questions
about AT&T rates or service,
a customer service representative is always standing .
by to talk to you. :Just call
1 800 222-0300.

Sure , your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find out
what she's wrapped up in.
"Here's a NEW
TAX LAW tip"
You may be able to get
advance payments of the
Earned Income Credit in
your paycheck during 1987
if you work and have a
dependent child living with
you. See your employer or
call the IRS for more
information.

ATs.T

The right choice.
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